Product Highlight-Tandem Oral Supplement

With lameness being a performance horse’s worst enemy, many people ask themselves what they can do to protect their horse’s joints and help insure their investment. Thousands of horse owners across the nation have turned to oral joint supplements, but with all of the products available at the feed store, online, and at the vet clinic, how is anyone supposed to make an informed decision?

The most important thing to remember when choosing a joint supplement is ANYONE can make and market their own product. It is much different than a drug that must go through clinical trials to prove efficacy prior to being be sold to you and me. That means you must be an extremely savvy consumer when deciding which product to purchase.

As veterinarians, we have an obligation to you, our clients, to recommend products with sound scientific proof. This means that we DO NOT and WILL NOT sell products that are not backed up with reliable scientific research. In short, if we sell a product, we have to be confident in its value.

At Mobile Veterinary Practice, we strongly recommend Tandem to our clients in search of a product that can help keep their horses sound. Tandem contains a variety of nutrients (hyaluronic acid, chondrotin sulfate, glucosamine) that are PROVEN to support joint health in your equine athlete. If you have any other questions about Tandem or other joint supplement products, please do not hesitate to give us a call.